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KEY=MISTRESS - JAIR BRODERICK
RELUCTANT MISTRESS, BLACKMAILED WIFE (MILLS & BOON MODERN) (GREEK TYCOONS, BOOK 24)
HarperCollins UK Single mother of twin boys, Katie didn't want their father, Greek billionaire Alexandros Christakis, back
in her life.

RELUCTANT MISTRESS, BLACKMAILED WIFE
RELUCTANT MISTRESS, BLACKMAILED WIFE
Harlequin Single mother of twin boys, Katie didn't want their father, Greek billionaire Alexandros Christakis, back in her
life. But poverty pushed her to ask for his help. Alexandros demanded that Katie marry him. They had nothing in
common—except their mutual burning sexual attraction, but resistance was futile: both the twins and Katie needed
Alexandros. She would submit to becoming his mistress…

THE GREEK TYCOON'S BLACKMAILED MISTRESS
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MILLS & BOON COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative As revenge for wounding his pride, he just wants to use me as his plaything... When Ella's sister
and her husband die in an accident, Ella is reunited with Greek businessman Aristandros, who is given guardianship of
the daughter they left behind. A man who she had once promised to marry. His beautiful black hair and chiseled
features are the same, but his cold eyes are more striking than ever. When Ella works up the nerve to ask to have
access to her niece, Aristandros presents her with an unbelievable proposal. "If you become my mistress in Greece, we
can discuss an arrangement."

GREEK TYCOON, INEXPERIENCED MISTRESS
MILLS & BOON COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative The vast Chantry House estate is owned by Atreus Dionides, billionaire Greek shipping tycoon.
Lindy Ryman had never seen the tanned master of the estate until one day while taking an impromptu skinny-dip to
cool herself oﬀ. A brusque encounter turns into a secret ﬂing that continues for a year... But is Lindy ready to be just
another inexperienced mistress to the Greek tycoon, or will their passion burn down the barriers shutting oﬀ his heart
from a real romance?

HIS RELUCTANT MISTRESS
RAFAELLO'S MISTRESS / EMERALD MISTRESS / THE GREEK TYCOON'S BLACKMAILED MISTRESS
Mills & Boon Rafaello's Mistress Glory Little's fantasies became reality when the irresistible Rafaello Grazzini chose to
embark on a passionate liaison with her. But his father disapproved of their relationship and blackmailed them out of
their fairy tale. Many years later, in desperate circumstances, Glory begs Rafaello for his help. As arrogant as he is
handsome, Rafaello agrees to help Glory on one condition -- that she become his mistress... Emerald Mistress Harriet
Carmichael starts afresh at Emerald Isle. But her peace is soon threatened by her neighbour, ruthless businessman
Rafael Cavaliere. It was Rafael's business activities that cost Harriet her job and now he's entitled to half her
inheritance. But Rafael is always on hand to smooth Harriet's path as she handles livestock and the locals and he oozes
sex and charm. She might just be another notch on Rafael's bedpost, Harriet will let him sweep her up in a heady
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aﬀair... The Greek Tycoon's Blackmailed Mistress Aristandros Xenakis is dark and utterly powerful and will soon taste
the victory of vengeance. Ella wants her baby niece, but the child's guardian is Aristandros -- her ex-ﬁance! She must
submit to his demand: to be his mistress! Naive and unworldly, Ella is not like the groomed, gold-digging females who
have previously warmed Aristandros's bed. Surely it's only a matter of time before he tires of her?

THE GREEK TYCOON'S UNEXPECTED WIFE (MILLS & BOON MODERN) (IN THE GREEK TYCOON'S BED, BOOK 3)
HarperCollins UK Stavros Denakis is furious when Tessa Marlowe turns up without warning. Weary and cynical through
his experience with women, Stavros suspects the wife he hardly knows is a gold digger–surely she's here to claim her
share of the Denakis millions. But Tessa is a temptation that he can't resist....

GREEK TYCOON COLLECTION/THE GREEK TYCOON'S VIRGIN WIFE/AT THE GREEK TYCOON'S
BIDDING/BLACKMAILED INTO THE GREEK TYCOON'S BED
HarperCollins Australia The Greek Tycoon’s Virgin Wife – Helen Bianchin Reluctant mistress, convenient wife. Xandro
Caramanis wants a wife. She must be well-bred, willing to give him an heir and accept a loveless arrangement. Ilana
Girard is a society beauty with a head for business who understands emotions are not part of the deal...Ilana accepts
Xandro’s proposal because she needs his protection. He doesn’t realise she’s never slept with a man before, and it’s
reluctantly that she takes her place in his bed. Originally published in 2007. At the Greek Tycoon’s Bidding – Cathy
Williams Theo Miquel doesn’t have time for love. His work is his life. He dates slim, beautiful women, but once they
start talking about commitment it’s over! Heather is diﬀerent from this tycoon’s usual prey: frumpy, talkative and his
oﬃce cleaner. Although she lacks polish, there’s something feisty and passionate about her. Theo thinks she’d be
perfect for an aﬀair, at his beck and call until he gets tired of her. But he doesn’t know Heather! Originally published in
2006. Blackmailed into the Greek Tycoon’s Bed – Carol Marinelli Innocent English rose... Bookish, mousy heiress Karin
has failed in her ﬁrst act of deﬁance! She’s tried to take back the symbol of everything she holds dear in her life, but
ruthless billionaire Xante Rossi has caught her red-handed! Why is this shy beauty stealing from him? Xante is
intrigued. Her innocence belies the corruption her family name represents. To save her from scandal and get to the
truth he’ll oﬀer his terms. If Karin wants her precious heirloom, she’ll have to earn it back in his bedroom! Originally
published in 2009.
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THE GREEK TYCOON'S DEFIANT BRIDE
HARLEQUIN COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative Maribel has a crush on her cousin’s boyfriend, Leonidas, the Greek billionaire who constantly
makes the tabloid headlines. She has a passionate one night stand with him, the day her cousin dies in a car crash!
Maribel is convinced that she is nothing but a poor replacement for her cousin, yet she can’t help feeling hopelessly
destroyed by Leonidas’s cold goodbye the morning after their tryst. Two years later, she is unexpectedly reunited with
Leonidas, but she has a secret that she can never reveal to him. She had given birth to his child. Now, the truth has
leaked to the paparazzi and tabloids alike!

THE GREEK TYCOON'S PREGNANT WIFE
HARLEQUIN COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative 【A story by New York Times bestselling author becomes a comic!】Jane and her husband, Demetri,
have been living apart for ﬁve years when he reappears in her life out of nowhere, asking to oﬃcially get a divorce.
He’s as charming as ever and Jane is shocked to realize that she’s still in love with him. She starts to panic, and
Demetri attempts to calm her down…but they fall into each other’s arms and spend a passionate night together. Jane
chalks it up to a simple mistake?a way to get some closure?but destiny has other plans for the couple. Jane is
pregnant!

THE GREEK'S BLACKMAILED MISTRESS (MILLS & BOON MODERN)
HarperCollins UK ‘I do have an option to oﬀer you.’ Three months between the Greek’s sheets!

UNTAMED ITALIAN, BLACKMAILED INNOCENT (MILLS & BOON MODERN)
HarperCollins UK The debt: £1,000,000... No woman has ever shunned wicked Italian tycoon Zac Delucca! But sweet,
studious Sally is in a world of her own, looking after her sick mother – little does she realise her unfocused lack of
interest is driving Zac’s fury! Especially as her father is responsible for embezzling millions from his company.
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THE SABBIDES SECRET BABY (MILLS & BOON MODERN)
HarperCollins UK Discarded for breaking his rules... Naïve Phoebe Brown fell for Mediterranean magnate Jed Sabbides
after he wined, dined and bedded her with a fervour that made her feel cherished. But when Phoebe happily
announced she was pregnant Jed was appalled. Didn’t she understand – she was only a pleasing distraction?

A RING TO SECURE HIS HEIR
Harlequin "Working late is nothing new for tycoon Alex--and it's the perfect excuse to get close to oﬃce cleaner Rosie
Gray. He promised his ailing godfather he'd discover whether his long-lost granddaughter is a worthy heir. Intoxicated
by the after-hours attentions of the mysterious, suave businessman, Rosie's dreams are destroyed with the slamming
of the bedroom door on their one-night stand. Discovering she's pregnant, she goes to confront him, but no one at
work has heard of 'Alex Kolovos.' They do, however, know Alexius Stravroulakis, the CEO, and he has a glittering
proposal for her!"--Publisher.

THE BILLIONAIRE'S PREGNANT MISTRESS
HarperCollins UK When the Greek Claims his heir...

BEDDED BY THE GREEK BILLIONAIRE
HARLEQUIN COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative Jessica is shocked to ﬁnd a surprise guest in attendance at her stepfather’s funeral?what could
Angelos be doing here? He was her ﬁrst love back when she was just a naive little girl... but seven years later, Angelos,
now a suave entrepreneur, has some news that will change Jessica’s world forever. He claims that the inheritance left
to Jessica by her stepfather is actually his. Her stepfather gave Angelos everything to pay oﬀ his gambling debts. Now
Angelos has an interesting proposition for the penniless Jessica!

THE KOUROS MARRIAGE REVENGE
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MILLS & BOON COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative

BLACKMAILED INTO THE GREEK TYCOON'S BED
HARLEQUIN COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative Her grandfather’s prized treasure is gone! Karin’s brother put the family heirloom up for auction
for money. In order to get it back, she visits the auction winner, a shipping industry tycoon named Xante. But she
makes a mistake and is accused of trying to steal it. However, instead of charging her with theft, Xante oﬀers her an
extraordinary proposition: “If you really want it back, I’ll consider it. But it’ll cost you your body.”

THE GREEK'S FORCED BRIDE
A BILLIONAIRE AND VIRGIN ROMANCE
Harlequin Greek billionaire Leo Christakis is convinced the drab, shapeless suits worn by Natasha are simply a cover for
the gold-digging harlot who lies beneath. Mistakenly thinking Natasha's been stealing from his company, Leo
commands her to be at his beck and call—in and out of the bedroom. Natasha is thrown into his world of unimaginable
luxury. Then Leo discovers she's innocent—in every sense! Now she has no choice—she must become the Christakis
bride!

THE GREEK TYCOON'S BLACKMAILED MISTRESS
Harlequin Aristandros Xenakis is like a panther poised to pounce. Sleek, dark and utterly powerful, he'll soon taste the
sweet victory of vengeance…. Ella desperately wants access to her baby niece, but the child's guardian is
Aristandros—her ex-ﬁancé! She has no choice but to submit to his demand—she must become his mistress! Naive and
unworldly, Ella is not like the groomed, gold-digging females who have previously warmed Aristandros's bed. Surely
it's only a matter of time before he tires of her…?
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RAFAELLO'S MISTRESS
HarperCollins UK From innocent... Glory Little thought she’d never see Rafaello Grazzini ever again, but her brother’s
foolish behaviour has thrown her straight back into the lion’s den. To avoid her brother’s imprisonment and to save her
father’s job, she must submit to his demands and become the ruthless Greek’s mistress.

LATIN LOVERS: GREEK TYCOONS: ARISTIDES' CONVENIENT WIFE / BOUGHT: ONE ISLAND, ONE BRIDE / THE
LAZARIDIS MARRIAGE
HarperCollins UK Wealth, power, charm—they have it all. What else could these handsome Greek tycoons need? Brides. .
.?

THE MARRIAGE BETRAYAL
HarperCollins Australia Sander Volakis has forged his reputation in business, rather than relying on the family fortune. He
indulges his darkly passionate wild streak with no intention of marrying. Nor does he do weekends in the country
either Pitching up at Westgrave Manor is a favour to his father– and a bore. Until he sees Tally Spencer. Sander can't
resist Tally's beauty and is looking forward to casually seducing hernot knowing that one night with the innocent Tally
could end his playboy existence

THE GREEK TYCOON'S DISOBEDIENT BRIDE (MILLS & BOON MODERN) (VIRGIN BRIDES, ARROGANT HUSBANDS,
BOOK 0)
HarperCollins UK Bought: one house, one wife! It amazed Ophelia that Lysander Metaxis – a Greek billionaire notorious
for his harem of adoring women – wanted to marry her, a humble gardener with a crumbling old manor house and
debts up to her ears...

THE RUTHLESS MAGNATE'S VIRGIN MISTRESS
Harlequin From the moment he sees Abbey at a charity fashion show, Russian tycoon Nikolai Arlov wants every inch of
that curvy, creamy body. When she refuses him, he mercilessly switches tactics, aiming straight for her vulnerable
heart…. With her family's business in serious trouble, Abbey knows Nikolai's money is their only hope. She submits to
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his lethal brand of seduction and blackmail—ready and willing to do anything he desires. Only, Nikolai has no idea his
reluctant mistress is…a virgin.

GREEK TYCOON, WAITRESS WIFE
Harlequin Carrie Richards has stepped into the glittering life of Greek billionaire Alexeis Nicolaides. Luxurious hotels,
designer clothes and rare jewels are all hers…and what they share in the bedroom is explosive. But the consequences
of one night lead to a shocking end to Carrie's fairy tale. She discovers Alexeis is not her Prince Charming—he's a man
who'll make her his, no matter what the cost!

PREGNANT BY THE GREEK TYCOON
HarperCollins Australia Gone but not forgotten After a passionate whirlwind marriage to gorgeous Greek billionaire
Angolos Constantine, Georgie discovered she was pregnant. Georgie was sure Angolos would be delighted. Instead, he
told her to 'go away and never come back'. So that was exactly what she did. Angolos has never seen his son–until
now! In fact, Angolos Constantine is a man who didn't think he could have children, so he's not prepared to let this
'miracle' go. Even though Georgie seems to hate him, he'll have what's rightfully his–by whatever means possible!

INNOCENT MISTRESS, ROYAL WIFE
HARLEQUIN COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative

MARCHESE'S FORGOTTEN BRIDE (MILLS & BOON MODERN)
HarperCollins UK How can she tell him that she's expecting his twins?

THE BEJEWELLED BRIDE
Harlequin Books Millionaire Joel McAlister doesn't love Bethany. But he wants her, and won't let anyone else have her.
When he whisks her oﬀ to New York for a romantic wedding, showering her with diamonds and whispering words of
love, Bethany thinks it's a match made in heaven. But Joel has a hidden agenda.... The woman he married for revenge
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is hiding nothing from him but her love...will he realize before it's too late?

THE SPANISH BILLIONAIRE'S PREGNANT WIFE
HARLEQUIN COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative Molly is working at an upper-class party when one of the guests starts harassing her. In her
position, all Molly can do is politely insist that she's merely a waitress?until Leandro, a Spanish banker and a duke,
steps in to protect her. As brave as a hero and as hot as a fallen angel., Leandro invites her to his chambers that night,
and she oﬀers him her virginity. But the next morning, he makes her an unbelievable oﬀer: he wants to make her a
part of his life... as his mistress!

MISTRESS BOUGHT AND PAID FOR
Harlequin Had supermodel Lydia Powell really stolen money from a charity for disadvantaged children? Cristiano
Andreotti hoped so. This was his chance for revenge on the woman who'd rejected him. He'd pay back the missing
money to have Lydia at his mercy! But Cristiano discovered Lydia was a virgin and if he took a woman's innocence,
then he also had to make her his bride!

HIS RELUCTANT MISTRESS - 3 BOOK BOX SET
HarperCollins Australia Rafaello's Mistress Glory Little's fantasies became reality when the irresistible Rafaello Grazzini
chose to embark on a passionate liaison with her. But his father disapproved of their relationship and blackmailed
them out of their fairy tale. Many years later, in desperate circumstances, Glory begs Rafaello for his help. As arrogant
as he is handsome, Rafaello agrees to help Glory on one condition — that she become his mistress... Emerald Mistress
Harriet Carmichael starts afresh at Emerald Isle. But her peace is soon threatened by her neighbour, ruthless
businessman Rafael Cavaliere. It was Rafael's business activities that cost Harriet her job and now he's entitled to half
her inheritance. But Rafael is always on hand to smooth Harriet's path as she handles livestock and the locals and he
oozes sex and charm. She might just be another notch on Rafael's bedpost, Harriet will let him sweep her up in a heady
aﬀair... The Greek Tycoon's Blackmailed Mistress Aristandros Xenakis is dark and utterly powerful and will soon taste
the victory of vengeance. Ella wants her baby niece, but the child's guardian is Aristandros — her ex-ﬁance! She must
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submit to his demand: to be his mistress! Naive and unworldly, Ella is not like the groomed, gold-digging females who
have previously warmed Aristandros's bed. Surely it's only a matter of time before he tires of her?

MILLION-DOLLAR LOVE-CHILD
Harlequin Books Kimberley Townsend's little boy is in danger, and the only person who can help is his father, Brazilian
billionaire Luc Santoro. Luc doesn't know his son even exists, and believes Kimberley to be a lying gold digger.
However, he's prepared to give her the money--provided she sleeps with him. Only Kimberley's no longer the naive
virgin he bedded years ago...and she's about to make him lose control in ways he never imagined....

THE GREEK'S INNOCENT VIRGIN
MILLS & BOON COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative

EMERALD MISTRESS 2
MILLS & BOON COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative 【A story by USA Today bestselling author becomes a comic!】Rafael Flynn is so wealthy that men
and women are at his beck and call, but he is drawn to Harriet for the way that she stands her ground with him. He’s
always said he doesn’t want to get emotionally involved with women, but his actions seem to say otherwise. It hasn’t
been long since Harriet’s ﬁanc? left her, and yet her mother criticizes her harshly for still feeling upset. Sad and hurt,
Harriet turns to Rafael when he oﬀers her consolation. And even though she knows the relationship is only a physical
one and that Rafael will leave once he’s tired of her, Harriet can almost believe his love is real.

DAMIANO'S RETURN
MILLS & BOON COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative Her husband, who was thought to have died ﬁve years earlier, is still alive! Eden had never quite
ﬁt in with his famous family and she didn’t assert herself with him either—their marriage had been on the rocks. To
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make matters worse, after her husband’s disappearance a fake article about Eden having an aﬀair appeared in a
tabloid. Now they’ve been reunited and her husband is happy, but can their happiness last?

THE GREEK'S MILLION-DOLLAR BABY BARGAIN
Harlequin When Greek tycoon Nikos Theakis oﬀered grieving Ann Turner a million dollars for his orphaned nephew, she
took the money and walked away. Young, penniless and alone, Ann did what she thought was best—and it nearly broke
her. But now little Ari needs her, and the ruthless Greek is oﬀering Ann a bargain of a very diﬀerent kind… One month
on his island—at his mercy….

MISTRESSES: BLACKMAILED FOR HIS PLEASURE: INNOCENT IN THE ITALIAN'S POSSESSION / THE GREEK
TYCOON'S BLACKMAILED MISTRESS / THE SAVAKIS MISTRESS
HarperCollins UK Duty and Desire

ONE NIGHT WITH HIS WIFE
MILLS & BOON COMICS
Harlequin / SB Creative He was my ﬁrst love and he betrayed me. Why has he appeared again? Luc Sarrazin is the CEO of
a major bank and comes from a prestigious family. He was Star’s ﬁrst love and husband, but their marriage ended
unhappily after she discovered he had a mistress. A year and a half later, as Star is facing ﬁnancial issues, Luc shows
up. It was easy in the past for Star to fall for Luc, but it’s more complicated this time?he must never ﬁnd out about the
twins she gave birth to!
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